
Points of Abstraction 
 
In Points of Abstraction, Astrid Ho explores images of various architectural 
interiors and exteriors in abstract compositions such as the Hearn Generating 
Station, and the Liverpool, England Train Station. The subjects of her work are 
based on personal photos taken from her phone in the summer of 2016 as a 
passive visitor of the locations. She sees formalist and abstract compositions in 
the everyday.  
 
The monotype series entitled Above Us and Construct reveal the precariousness 
of the Hearn Generating Station. A decommissioned electrical generating station, 
it was the site for the Luminato Festival in 2016 in which Astrid was one of a 
number of visitors to the site. With beams and posts exposed, its interior is slowly 
being reclaimed by nature. Their intersecting lines and colour blocks are 
explored, initiating an additional series of abstract artwork. 
 
Astrid’s trip to England in August 2016 are referenced in her other works in this 
exhibition. Eastern View and Western View, London UK are based on photos 
taken on the Tower Bridge in London from two different views. The monotypes 
reduce the details of the architecture surrounding the River Thames, creating 
landscape formations from the combination of modern architecture and historical 
buildings. The prints are further abstracted with the interior of the bridge included 
in the composition. One can perceive this as either an interruption or a framing of 
the picturesque view. 
 
Balance #1 and #2 also distills a photograph of a complex system of grids, ducts 
and compartments on a rooftop taken from the roof of the Library of Birmingham 
in Birmingham, England. Printed on Japanese paper or washi, each monotype 
depicts a section of the industrial roof system. They are collaged onto washi, 
creating a balance in the composition. 
 
During the print process, Astrid painted Liverpool Departure, an abstraction of the 
glass roof of the Liverpool Lime Street railway station. She captures fleeting 
moments as the train departs. It is not proportionately perfect, and the arches are 
distorted. Astrid takes the viewer through her eyes.  
 
Through the medium of monotype printmaking, a technique Astrid has been 
working with for over 15 years, she creates a unique print of her subject. Multiple 
unique works are then printed from the ghost image – the ink residue left on the 
printed plate after the impression is printed onto paper with the etching press. 
Upon each printing the initial architectural image is broken up and dissected, 
expanding the abstract notions and changing how one sees such structures.   
 


